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ABSTRACT

During the MAPTIP experiments in the Dutch coastal waters, 11 October - 5 November, 1993,
transmission curves were determined from the intensities of the image of a point source suspended from a
helicopter at ranges between 0.5 and 6 NMi. The imges were recorded with a 10 ,am USFA 9092 camera from
the Meetpost Noordwijk, a research tower in the North Sea at 9 km from the Dutch coast. The transmission
determined from the point source intensities at several ranges is compared with calculated values. The
transmission is determined by extinction due to aerosols and molecular species in the propagation path.
Both contributions can be determined using code using measured size distributions. Also effects of path
radiance and background on the image intensity are considered. In this coastal area, and the off-shore winds
that were usually encountered during MAPTIP, the aerosol size distributions is known to be a complicated
mixture of continental and marine aerosols. Hence the common aerosol models, that usually work well over
the open ocean, are often not so reliable in a coastal environment. An attempt is made to assess the influence
of marine and anthropogenic contributions to the aerosol on the detection range of point targets in a coastal
atmosphere.

1. INTRODUCTION

For the detection of low observable infrared targets near the sea surface at large distances it is of great
importance to obtain more information about the atmosphere in the lowest few meters above the sea surface.
In this Marine Surface Layer (MSL) a number of aspects play a role in the propagation of infrared radiation:
transmission, refraction, turbulence (scintillation and blur). Although all of these are of importance and are
under study at TNO-FEL as well as at other institutes, in this paper we emphasize on the transmission in the
10 1um band. This band is one of the two main transmission bands used in the infrared wavelength region.

For the detection of infrared point targets a number of parameters are of importance. Beside the target's
signature also the background determines the target's emission contrast. The atmosphere contributes to the
received contrast in a variety of ways. First of all the transmission of the path between the target and the
observer will diminish the signal contrast. Additionally the emission of the path is added to the emission
from the direction of the source. The transmission involves slow signal fluctuations of the target. Fast
signal fluctuations are scintillation and also occur. Beside signal strength variations by the above mentioned
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phenomena, there are also the beam shape effects. Beam wander occurs when the source moves over the
scene. Beam spreading, as scintillation, occurs due to turbulence.

The infrared transmission is dominated by two main effects: molecular extinction and aerosol extinction.
Models as LOWTRAN-7 and now MODTRAN have applied the Navy Aerosol Model (NAM) in the marine
environment. However, studies in the last years have shown that NAM is not accurate enough and new aerosol
models have evolved. One such model is NOVAM, the Naval Oceanic Vertical Aerosol Model. Accurate
transmission predictions are of great importance in operational situations when visibility of infrared sensors
must be derived.

It was decided to study the effectiveness of the newer models in coastal environments during a NATO
AC/243 trial called MAPTIP. During the MAPTIP campaign a large effort was put in the characterization
of the atmosphere. Helicopter flown targets were used at various distances and directions in order to compare
experimental and theoretical transmission and scintillation results. In this paper we describe the transmission
data recorded at the MAPTIP trial in order to derive estimates for the accuracy of the aerosol and molecular
extinction models. Other MAPTIP topics are presented in other papers in this session of the conference.
Previous transmission experiments in this region of the North Sea were performed by de Jong' . In section
2 we describe the trial in general as well as the data recording. Section 3 describes the data analysis of
the experiment. Thereafter we discuss the results of the analysis, and we conclude in section 5 with the
conclusions.

2. MAPTIP TRIAL AND OBSERVATIONS

NATO AC/243's "Marine Aerosol Properties and Thermal Imager Performance" trial (hence the acronym
MAPTIP) has been described in the work plan (Jensen et al., 19932). First results and an overview of the
MAPTIP trial have been given in de Leeuw et al., 1994g. Because of the large amount of registration
performed at MAPTIP, the resulting data is very useful for analyzing atmospheric phenomena in the MSL.
In this paper we will summarize the results ofthe transmission experiment in the 10 ,am band. The MAPTIP
trial took place from October 11 until November 5 of 1993 at and around the Meetpost Platform Noordwijk,
hereafter MPN (52 016 '25.9 "N, 04 017 '45.8 "), which is located at about 9 km from the coast of Noordwijk
(The Netherlands) , in the North Sea. For the analysis of the transmission we have performed a threefold
experimental set-up.
— We have recorded meteorological data in order to provide MODTRAN with the required input data

from molecular transmission calculations.
— We have measured aerosol particle sizes in order to calculate the Mie scattering extinction coefficients.
— We have recorded experimental image data of a calibrated infrared source at various distances,

n order to derive valid extinction measurements.

The limitation of the data was set by the amount of recorded image data. We therefore had to limit the
analysis to the dates of October 26-29 between 15:00 and 16:00 GMT (Greenwich Mean Time). We will now
summarize the measurement for these dates and times.

2 .1 . Meteorological data measurements

MAPTIP weather data was taken from the Meteorological Consensus of the MAPTIP scientists, recorded
at the MPN tower. The data that was recorded at MPN at a height of 15 m is given in Table 1. The table
contains date and time, sea and air temperature together with air-to-sea temperature difference ASTD,
pressure and relative humidity, wind speed and direction. All winds were from the direction NE-E, which is
uncommon for the time of year. Note some empty places for which no reliable measurement was available.
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Table 1 : MAPTIP Consensus meteorological data.

Date Time
(GMT)

Tsea

(°C)
Tair
(°C)

p
(mbar)

RH
(%)

Wdir
(°EoN)

Wspeed
(m/s)

ASTD
(°C)

26-Oct-93 15:00:00 11.50 11.10 1031.00 80.83 40.50 8.18 -0.4
26-Oct-93 16:00:03 11.48 11.08 78.17 37.00 6.47 -0.4

27-Oct-93 15:00:00 11.55 10.47 84.21 5.84 -1.08
27-Oct-93 16:00:03 11.50 10.40 1028.00 87.07 41.95 6.08 -1.1

28-Oct-93 15:00:00 11.70 8.93 1027.30 78.50 75.34 4.71 -2.77
28-Oct-93 16:00:03 11.70 8.80 1027.32 80.03 76.39 4.63 -2.9

29-Oct-93 15:00:00 11.52 9.15 1027.69 80.58 71.59 4.69 -2.37
29-Oct-93 16:00:03 11.53 8.79 1027.74 82.00 80.42 4.82 -2.74

2.2. Aerosol data measurements

Aerosol measurements we initially planned to be made with the KNMI (Royal Netherlands Meteorological
Office) boom on the MPN platform, where two Particle Measuring Systems Inc. (PMS, Boulder, CO-USA)
optical particle counters, a CSASP-200 (diameter range 0.2-20 m) and an OAP (diameter range 0.5-200
,um), were mounted at about 1 m from the pronge. The OAP was made available by Prof. K.L. Davidson
from the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS, Monterey, CA-USA). The boom would allow for continuous and
unperturbed measurements close to the air-sea interface, as well as profiling. However, the boom was hit by a
wave on the fourth day after the start of the MAPTIP experiment and could no longer be used. Therefore the
optical particle counters were mounted on the decks of MPN. First on the 'radar bordes', westward from the
platform at about 15 m AMSL, later (starting in the evening of 23 October 1993) on the platform extending
North, also at about 15 m above the average mean sea level (AMSL). The latter position was more suitable
to measure aerosols in NE winds, without the influence of the platform on the size distribution. Profiles
of size distributions of the large particles (D > 10 ,um) were made with the Rotorod/bouy system, riding
along the 12-m long mast extending from the platform at the North side to get away from spray produced
around the legs of the tower (de Leeuw, 1990). With the maximum of four Rotorod samplers on the bouy,
we measured detailed size distribution profiles in the lowest 2.5 m above the moving sea surface. At fixed
heights, profiles were measured at intervals of 1 m.

2.3. Infrared image data of calibrated infrared source

During MAPTIP we have used helicopter flights during which a tethered point source was lowered to
approximately 10 m above the sea level. The infrared source, also called the Helicopter Glow Source, designed
and developed at TNO-FEL, is calibrated at the applied voltage of 27 Volt to be 13.2 Watt/sr in the 3-5,um
band and 5.5 Watt/sr in the 8-12 ,am band. These calibrated values can be maintained in a stationary
situation only. The calibration of the source was performed with the DuDa imager5. The heat up time of
the source was about 30 minutes. The observer was positioned at a height of about 15 m above the mean
sea level at the MPN platform. This receiver, a USFA UA-92 8-10.7 ,um FLIR with 0.17 mrad IFOV, was
used to record data from the source on a Umatic recorder in an analog way. The source has a size of about
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40 cm and can be considered to be a point source for the FUR from distances larger than 2.3 km. The
UA-92 FLIR makes use of a CMT Sprite detector, and creates CCIR-PAL images at a 25 Hz frame rate by
horizontal and vertical scanning. Due to the scanning mechanism of this imager we have a good sampling on
the image lines. These recorded data were later digitized in 8 bit via an DT-2851 frame grabber, and also
with a Matrox Magic frame grabber. We have also recorded a limited number of frames directly in digital
form but with the aim of analyzing scintillation the analog tape data was of greater use. The DT-2851 frame
grabber digitizes a 5122x8 bit image at a rate of 2.5 Hz. The analysis typically used data of 50 frames of
the helicopter at one position, hence over a period of 20 seconds. The latter frame grabber has a higher line
sampling rate and therefore reduces possible under-sampling effects. This grabber was used to sample 752
pixels on a line for 100 frames at full frame rate of 25 Hz (hence 4 seconds of data) . These latter data were
used to compare the results of the first grabber for under-sampling errors. These errors turned out to be
negligible. The digital data was processed with the sequence analysis toolkit ANALSEQ 1.55 developed at
TNO-FEL.

The helicopter was positioned at various distances from the MPN platform and also at different directions.
Some of the positions were in the direction of the coastal background while others were in the direction of
the sea (also sun glints). Since the helicopter was hovering always at 100 ft, and the suspension cord of the
source was 20 m, the apparent background of the source was changing per position as well. From these data
an analysis of the signal and its variations with distance is possible. In this way, during MAPTIP, we have
created transmission and scintillation links at sea over various path distances ranging from 0.5 up to 20 NMi
(Nautical Mile). For the 10 micron FUR with this sensitivity, data beyond a range of 5 NMi is not useful
for quantitative analysis due to the low signal-to-noise ratio. The 3-5m signature reveals a larger detection
range in that band, which was confirmed by Danish InSb and US PtSi measurements(MAPTIP Quick-look
report6). Figure 1 shows the helicopter with the Glow Source below it at a range of only 2.5 NMi on 26
October 1993. The source, which is at the right in the image, is positioned near the horizon as seen from
MPN.

3. DATA ANALYSIS

In this section we analyze the data recordings described in section 2 concerning molecular extinction
coefficient, aerosol extinction coefficients, and derive extinction values from the image recordings of the
calibrated infrared source.

3. 1 . Molecular transmission calculations

We have used MODTRAN 3.1 for calculating the molecular extinction values for a large set ofranges from
0.5 up to 20 km. In the calculations we used the horizontal path mode with the measured meteorological data
as input. We have also set the aerosol parameter to 0, hence no aerosol presence is supposed in MODTRAN,
and we have used the LOWTRAN calculation mode as our infrared instrument hasa band of 8-11 m. The
extinction values at 28 and 29 October are somewhat higher than during the measurements at 26 and 27
October. With about similar relative humidities around 80 % the difference in air temperature (9 degrees
instead of 11 degrees) is the main reason for the better transmission during the latter days. This difference
in air temperature results in a lower absolute humidity of 7 instead of 8 gram/rn3 during the latter two
days. The MODTRAN extinction curve was calculated in all cases between 50 rn up to 40 km with 50 m
steps. Compared to an exponential decay the MODTRAN curves decay faster close to the zero range point,
while showing a flatter behavior at longer ranges (beyond 20 km). We have therefore decided not to fit the
MODTRAN data with exponential curves but we have used the actual MODTRAN valuesTmoi(R).
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3.2. Aerosol extinction calculations

The aerosol particle size distribution data was analyzed at TNO-FEL. By polynomial interpolation of
order 5 the distribution is interpolated, and Mie scattering calculations are performed. The meteorological
conditions as given in Table 1 are added to the these particle size data in order to derive the correct refraction
index. In this way extinction coefficients a (in km1) were estimated. The data calculated for the 10.6 m
wavelength is given in table 2. We assume this value to be representative of the extinction coefficient in the
8-11 m band. The table gives the average and the standard deviation for a one hour period (six aerosol
measurements). The aerosol extinction coefficient for the dates 26, 27 are higher at about 0.11/km while for
28 October the extinction due to aerosol is about half this value at 0.06/km. Note that a similar situation
is found for the molecular extinction. The table also contains the MODTRAN transmission values at 10
km. Again the best performance is found for 28 October and the worst equally on 26 and 27 October. Also
note that the extinction by aerosol and by the molecular content are about the same (a of 0.107 results in a
transmission of 0.34 at 10 km and c of 0.055/km to 0.58). We have used the extinction coefficients of table
2 for our calculations via Taer(R) eR.

For reference we have also performed MODTRAN calculations while assuming the presence of different
types of aerosol. These simulations were compared to the ones without aerosol in order to derive the aerosol
extinction coefficient at 10 and 20 km respectively assuming a = —1/R lfl(T/Tmoi). Navy Maritime aerosols
modeling is performed with Air mass characters of 5 and 10 respectively. The results for Air mass 5 of
the total transmission are about 1 % better than for the Air mass 10 at both ranges. The data for Air
mass 10 shows extinction coefficients two times larger at 20 km than at 10 km in all simulations; similar on
26 and 27 October (0.017/km and 0.034/km), and lower but also similar at 28 and 29 October (0.012/km
and 0.024/km). Note that these values are much less than what has been derived from the particle size
measurements. From the wind direction we may expect a large amount of land aerosol to be present during
the measurements. Simulations with Maritime aerosol (LOWTRAN 5) result in extinction coefficients of
0.03/km at 10 km and 0.07/km at 20 km; Urban aerosol leads to 0.07/km at 10 km and 0.15/km at 20
km. These values are closer to the observed values given in table 2. We conclude that the presence of land
aerosol can have a strong influence on the performance of electro-optical system in coastal environments.

Table 2: Aerosol extinction coefficients data.

Date Time
(GMT)

Extinction coefficient
c (1/km)

MODTRAN molecular
r at 10 km

26-Oct-93 15:00-16:00 0.107± 0.023 0.364
27-Oct-93 15:00-16:00 0.107±0.017 0.346
28-Oct-93 15:00-16:00 0.055 0.009 0.424
29-Oct-93 15:00-16:00 0.078 0.007 0.414

The combined extinction due to molecules and due to aerosols then results in a transmission that we
describe by their multiplication r(R) = Tmoi(R) . aer(R).

3.3. Source signature with range

When the infrared source of size A (m2) is visible at a certain range R (m) it subtends a solid angle
= AS/R2. The infrared radiation that is received by a sensor from this target (intensity L) with an
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emitted radiance contrast of W, = AS(LS — LBG) (Watt/sr), and at the distance R is given by W3r/R2. We
can then define a as the atmospheric extinction coefficient (km1) for this path (r = e_/b000). We consider
the fact that we observe the target against a background of radiance LBG (Watt m2 sr1) and that the path
to the target contains a path radiance of Lpath (1 _ T)Lo, with L the atmospheric path to infinity and
assuming a homogeneous path. The target contrast is therefore described by 23r(L3 —L)+8(L — LBG).
When the background is truly infinity, hence LBG = L, we obtain the normal situation for the observed
contrast, i.e. ST(LS — L).

This is what we can derive from the imagery. The situation becomes more complicated if the background
varies for different distances. This is actually the case as we have observed. The background for the close
ranges (< 2 NMi) is the sea while for the long ranges (> 2 NMi) the background is the sky (near the horizon).
Normally the sea background has lower intensity values due to cold sky reflections than the sky near the
horizon. Therefore we expect an increased contrast due to this background difference effect occuring with a
sea background. We have analyzed this effect. Sometimes we have to deal also with a coastal background
which is even more complicated.

From the MAPTIP data of the Helicopter Glow Source we have selected data from October 26, 27, 28
and 29. Data with the source at distances between 0.5 and 5 NMi were digitized with the DT-2851 frame
grabber and analyzed via the programme ANALSEQ 1.55. This algorithm searches in a box surrounding
the position of the glow source in the image for the true peak, and it integrates the signal by summing the
peak for all uniformly connected image pixel values in this single peak that are beyond the local average
background increased by two times the local RMS value. These local average background and RMS are
calculated in a two pixel wide surrounding box that excludes the search box. This search box is pin-pointed
by the operator by hand. This applied algorithm is more stable against noise than a simpler one, as was
shown by applying the same algorithm on a piece of empty background. For images with the source close-by
a similar value was obtained as by simple integration of a block around the source, compared to the local
background. For small and dim sources however the latter algorithm shows large fluctuations due to the
varying (or noisy) background. The use of knowledge on the size of the source limits the errors. The results
from the first algorithm are much stabler at longer ranges (weak signals). We therefor use the data gathered
by the first algorithm. Table 3 gives the data obtained in this way. For the various dates and times, at
various ranges the table presents the source's integrated intensity with its fluctuation, the empty background
integrated intensity and the fluctuation, together with the ratio of RMS in the sea compared to the empty
sky. All data in the table are averages and standard deviations of all 50 frames. The resulting peak value
produced in this way depends on the local background scene, > (L — LBG).

iESource

In addition more information is registered by the programme, such as the mentionedaverage background
values and the empty sky background just above the horizon (this is what is called L above). To study
the effect of the varying background we have looked at the difference between the localbackground used in
the calculation and the sky just above the horizon, and we have derived correction levels for each position,
. >: (LEG_ L). These derived values are relatively small in many cases, meaning that they are belowzESourcc
the fluctuation level. Only for more complicated coastal background as on 28 October (3.0 NM) and on 29
October, stronger fluctuations occur. But these result in inconsistencies. These background corrections are
therefore not used in the further analysis.

The results from the analysis in Table 3are as follows. We concentrate here on the target signal strength.
Scintillation is a subject of another paper, but here we will use it as the uncertainty measure on the signal
values. At increasing distances we observe a decreasing source signal and an increasing relative fluctuation.
The decrease of source signal at short ranges (1 NMi) is less than expected for point sources. One of the
reasons for this is that we look at contrast values with respect to a varying background (coastal, sea or sky),
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hence the background changes with the range parameter. Even at long ranges, 5 NMi, the source's image
still represents about six pixels. Hence we conclude that there is no under-sampling present in the images.
From data digitized with the Matrox frame grabber, with a higher sampling rate, similar fluctuations were
observed at long ranges. We observe the source signal at 5 NMi even a factor of three above the empty
background peaks. In addition the signal is determined by averaging all data from all 50 images. Due to
scintillation however, we will not be able to say exactly what this average number means.

Data recorded on October 26 at 2.5 and 5.0 NMi with the UA-92 FLIR was digitized frame-by-frame
with the Matrox Magic frame grabber for resp. 4.8 (120 frames) and 4.5 sec (113 frames). The integrated
intensities determined via the method described above are recorded in time series in figure 2. The bolder
curve shows the Glow Source data while the thinner curve (at about 18) shows the results for a piece of empty
background. Note that at the larger range the fluctuations become severe and even make the source's signal
disappear sometimes. It then becomes impossible to distinguish the source from the empty background. This
behavior is also observed in the infrared images.

Table 3: Helicopter Glow Source data recorded during MAPTIP.

Date Time Range Source Fluct. Backgr. Fluct. Sea/Air
(GMT) (NMi) (arb) (%) (arb) (%) RMS

26-10-93 15:29:30 0.5 4261.3 0.07 54.7 0.75 1.25
15:24:02 1.0 1958.7 0.05 23.6 0.90 1.22
15:37:30 2.5 380.1 0.10 15.1 0.80 1.27
15:15:38 3.0 146.8 0.22 17.7 0.70 1.05
15:44:35 5.0 49.6 0.46 15.1 0.62 1.33
15:09:18 5.3 42.8 0.69 20.1 0.66 1.09

27-10-93 15:28:20 1.0 2612.6 0.09 27.9 0.86 1.00
15:38:25 2.5 363.5 0.43 20.8 0.72 1.07
15:20:15 3.0 215.3 0.28 110.1 0.72 1.06
15:41:50 5.0 41.5 0.62 16.4 0.65 1.14

28-10-93 15:33:30 1.0 1579.1 0.13 24.7 0.77 1.95
15:43:59 2.5 447.1 0.17 14.1 0.55 2.80
15:23:21 3.0 66.8 0.18 30.9 0.46 2.85
15:51:45 5.0 50.2 0.61 14.7 0.82 2.29

29-10-93 15:09:24 0.13 8700.0 0.09 59.5 0.68 2.48
15:00:18 1.0 2135.6 0.10 18.4 0.61 2.63
15:18:05 2.5 412.8 0.15 15.8 0.86 2.57
14:56:25 3.0 135.5 0.57 17.2 0.98 3.64
15:28:36 5.0 52.6 0.70 11.6 0.79 0.43

3.4. Comparison of measured data with models

In this section we describe the comparison between the models and the measurements of the Heli Glow
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Source at MAPTIP. In figure 3 we show the combined result from measurements and modeling. The figure
shows four graphs, one for each day. The 'square' symbols are the measured integrated intensities of the Heli
Glow Source target. The fiat 'solid' curves represent respectively the molecular and the aerosol extinction
curves with range. These two extinction curves make use of the left y-axis, while the integrated intensity
information, data and simulations, make use of the right y-axis. The MODTRAN curve of the molecular
contribution starts steeper at zero range. The very steep 'solid' curve is the expected source behavior
assuming to be (20 2) i03 r/R(km)2 (in map units) . This curve fits well with a large number of measured
points, except for positions closer than 1 NMi and some specific points with coastal background (3 NMi
at 28 October) . We have not shown the data closer than 1 NMi in figure 3. We can summarize that
the simulations based on MODTRAN molecular calculations and Mie scattering calculations based on the
particle size distribution together give an accurate model for the total extinction that occurred during the
MAPTIP trial. For the accuracy in the measurements we refer to table 3 for the relative fluctuation levels.

In this section we look at a sum of two type of aerosol in order to find the measured aerosol extinction
coefficient. The measured transmission at 10 km due to aerosol is approximately 0.34, 0.34, 0.57 and 0.36
in chronological order. The Navy maritime (Air mass 10) values are 0.84, 0.85, 0.89, 0.89, and the Urban
values are all 0.48. Hence with factors of 1.2, 1.2, 0.75, 1.2 (defined by TnmTur/Yaer the sum of urban aerosol
combined with the navy maritime aerosol obtains the same extinction at 10 km as the extinction derived
directly from the particle size measurements.

4. DISCUSSION

The model simulations with inputs from the molecular extinction of MODTRAN and the aerosol
extinction, are in good agreement with the experimentally derived source transmission measurements. The
failures in the model can be explained by the fact that we deal with close objects in a very different sea
background, compared to infinity. Hence we expect our background correction procedure to be sub-optimal
in these regions. Another type of background that shows bad results in the comparison are the coastal
backgrounds, present in some images during part of the experiment at 3.0 NMi. In general we can conclude
from figure 3 that, in the normal controlled situations, the predicted irradiance of the source corresponds
well with the measured irradiance, certainly within the uncertainty limits.

Of course there are still a number of uncertainties that may influence the discussion in general. First of
all there are the model uncertainties. How far can we believe the molecular and aerosol extinction. From
MODTRAN we obtain the molecular values which are not nice exponential laws. From the Mie scattering
calculations we obtain an extinction coefficient for an exponential law at one wavelength only, at 10.6 ,um.
We have assumed this to be the same in the whole 8-11 ,um band. Probably the extinction values for aerosol
are less wavelength dependent than for molecules, but the range dependence will probably change from the
exponential behavior. It could be that the limited range in distances that are useful in the comparison,
due to the atmospheric and sensor characteristics in the 10 pm band, makes that a possible variation from
the exponential behavior in the aerosol extinction coefficient does not show up in the results. Of course all
models depend on accurate model inputs, i.e. in this case accurate meteorological information and accurate
particle size distribution measurements.

The use of MODTRAN for calculating the aerosol extinction may lead to inaccurate results. Various
simulations have shown that Navy Maritime cannot give us sufficient extinction as calculated from the particle
size distribution, even with 'strong continental influence'. The use of other types of aerosol may help there.
We can expect a certain percentage contributed by urban aerosols. However in practice this can only be
validated by measuring the particle size distribution 'in situ' and performing the Mie scattering calculations.
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Another possible problem in the comparison is created by the thermal imager measurements and its
analysis. The range limits are set by the emitter, the atmospheric transmission itself and the sensor sensitivity.
This means that in our case we are limited to about 9 km of range. As we mentioned before, imagers in the
3-5 m band were able to image the source up to distances of 20 NMi. In this paper we were not able to
study the results in that band.

In the data analysis of the thermal imager we must be able to determine accurate contrast values with
respect to a known homogeneous background. In practice we never know the exact background, and we
therefore need to keep record ofthe local background as it may vary along the different distance measurements.
We need to compare it with a fixed known 'ether' background. Another issue is the source's scintillation. In
practice it will be very difficult to separate scintillation from transmission. Transmission measurements need
to be recorded over a limited time. In this period scintillation occurs and we need to determine the signal
strength in some way. We have used the average value. Another possibility would be to use the envelope
of the signal. In the presented figure 2, the envelope for the data at 2.5 NMi would be easy to determine at
about 450. However at the longer range, we would not be able to determine the envelope. The procedure to
integrate the signal in a single image may also lead to errors as segmentation between source and background
is needed. We believe our algorithm is accurately capable of sufficient segmentation. Segmentation of strong
sources is relatively simple, but weak 3 RMS sources must also be segmented.

The MAPTIP data that we have obtained makes use of helicopter flights in different directions. At
first we had to deal with the easterly winds, but in different directions, we may have different background
problems. For different ranges we certainly have variations in meteorological conditions over the paths. This
may complicate the nature of the analysis.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we present our analysis of the transmission measurements performed during MAPTIP. We
have described the different types of measurements that were obtained, meteorological measurements, particle
size measurements, and thermal images. In the analysis we have discussed MODTRAN, Mie scattering
calculations and the procedure to derive integrated intensities from thermal infrared images, that is effective
also for weak sources. We have shown that, for the MAPTIP trials that were analyzed, the predicted
transmission corresponds well with the measured transmission, taking into account MODTRAN molecular
extinction and particle size measurements for the prediction of aerosol extinction. We have discussed various
sources of error that can occur in the analysis based on thermal imaging data. One of the most important
points in the image analysis is that a sufficient segmentation of the source from the background can be
obtained. Also background level variations and scintillation of the source signature have an influence on
the accuracy of the data analysis. We estimate that the fluctuation of the target signal at longer ranges is
the mayor source of error for determining accurate integrated intensity values, or at least for obtaining the
meaning of average of the integrated intensity. We have shown that the use of the aerosol attenuation in
MODTRAN in the comparison may lead to any result, and should therefore not be used in complicated
scenes. Land aerosols can have a strong influence on the transmission in coastal environments.
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Figure 3: Curves of the transmission factors (molecular and aerosol) , and curves of the predicted and
measured source irradiance as a function of range, for 26-29 October 1993.
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